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This paper presents a design methodology for frequency selective surfaces (FSSs) using metallic patches with dissimilar Sierpinski
fractal elements. The transmission properties of the spatial filters are investigated for FSS structures composed of two alternately
integrated dissimilar Sierpinski fractal elements, corresponding to fractal levels 𝑘 = 1, 2, and 3. Two FSS prototypes are fabricated
and measured in the range from 2 to 12GHz to validate the proposed fractal designs. The FSSs with dissimilar Sierpinski fractal
patch elements are printed on RT/Duroid 6202 high frequency laminate. The experimental characterization of the FSS prototypes
is accomplished through two different measurement setups composed of commercial horns and elliptical monopole microstrip
antennas. The obtained results confirm the compactness and multiband performance of the proposed FSS geometries, caused by
the integration of dissimilar fractal element. In addition, the proposed FSSs exhibited frequency tuning ability on the multiband
frequency responses. Agreement between simulated and measured results is reported.

1. Introduction

A periodic surface is basically a set of identical elements
arranged two-dimensionally composing an infinite array [1].
A periodic array composed of conductive patches or aperture
elements, acting as a reflecting or transmitting surface, is
called frequency selective surface (FSS). According to the
application, many parameters should be considered at the
design stage of a FSS. One of the main parameters that influ-
ence the FSS frequency response is the element shape, that is,
its type (patch or aperture) and geometry [1, 2].

Regarding the geometry of the conducting patch element,
a FSS array can present many different shapes ranging from
Euclidean to fractal geometries. The use of fractal patch
geometries as conducting elements on a FSS periodic design
has provided superior performance, for some applications,
compared to those using typical patch geometries, such as
rectangular, square, circular, dipole, cross-dipole, and square

loop [1–3]. For example, geometric fractals can be used to
design single-layer FSSs with high frequency compression
factors, ensuring the manufacture of compact devices [4–7].
A FSS with high frequency compression factor is referred to
as compact. Furthermore, the attractive features of certain
self-similar fractals allow the design of selective filters with
multiband behavior [6].

In order to develop high performance spatial filters, some
authors have investigated different types of periodic struc-
tures, such as reconfigurable FSSs [8], periodic arrays printed
on anisotropic substrates [9], and multilayer selective filters,
commonly called cascaded FSSs [10, 11].

Cascading two single-band FSS screens, using conven-
tional patches, it is possible to obtain a dual-band frequency
response. In [11], an improvement in the FSS bandwidth was
obtained by cascading two FSS screens using Koch fractal
elements.
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Figure 1: Illustration of Sierpinski patch elements of fractal levels: (a) 𝑘 = 1, (b) 𝑘 = 2, and (c) 𝑘 = 3.
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Figure 2: Illustrations of the proposed FSS geometries composed of dissimilar Sierpinski patch elements corresponding to the integration of
(a) 𝑘 = 1 and 𝑘 = 2, (b) 𝑘 = 1 and 𝑘 = 3, and (c) 𝑘 = 2 and 𝑘 = 3 fractal level motifs.

In this paper we present a fractal design methodology
that aims to achieve simple, compact, and multiband FSS
frequency responses using dissimilar Sierpinski fractalmetal-
lic patch elements on a single-layer substrate. The Sierpinski
fractal metallic patch element shapes of levels 𝑘 = 1, 𝑘 = 2,
and 𝑘 = 3 used in this work are shown in Figure 1.

The proposed FSSs with dissimilar Sierpinski metallic
patches are composed of two different fractal level elements
arranged alternately on the same surface, along 𝑥 and𝑦 direc-
tions, as shown in Figure 2. The proposed FSS transmission
properties are analyzed to design band-stop spatial filters
making the adjustment of the frequency responses possible.

The FSS simulations were performed using Ansoft
Designer commercial software. Two FSS prototypes were
selected for fabrication and experimental characterization.
The FSS prototypes were measured using a vector network
analyzer fromAgilent Technologies (modelN5230A) and two
experimental setups: (i) with elliptical monopole microstrip
antennas [12] operating in the frequency range from 2 to
6GHz (setup #1) and (ii) with horn antennas operating in the
frequency range from 7 to 12GHz (setup #2). Alternatively
to the use of commercial horn antennas, we used two
ultrawideband (UWB) elliptical monopoles for accurate and
low-cost FSS measurements with good performance at S and
C microwave bands [12].

2. FSS Geometries and Results

In this work new FSS geometries are proposed based on the
alternately integration, along the structure horizontal, 𝑥, and

vertical, 𝑦, directions of dissimilar Sierpinski fractal patch
elements, as illustrated in Figure 2. There are other possible
combinations of the FSS fractal patch elements. However, we
chose FSSs with two alternating fractal levels to get symmetry
and the same responses for TE and TM polarizations.

The main goal of this work is to enhance the multiband
response and compactness of the proposed FSS geometries
with dissimilar Sierpinski fractal elements with respect to
those of FSS geometries with identical Sierpinski fractal
elements [7]. Figures 2(a), 2(b), and 2(c) show the proposed
FSS geometries composed of dissimilar Sierpinski patch
elements with (a) 𝑘 = 1 and 𝑘 = 2, (b) 𝑘 = 1 and 𝑘 = 3,
and (c) 𝑘 = 2 and 𝑘 = 3 fractal level motifs, respectively.
Simulations of these FSS geometries were performed using
Ansoft Designer.

Thereafter, two FSS prototypes were fabricated for exper-
imental characterization and comparison purpose. Figure 3
presents the photographs of themanufactured FSS structures.
However, only sixteen unit cells of each FSS are shown,
to improve viewing. These FSS prototypes were fabricated
by printing dissimilar fractal elements alternately on single
dielectric layers of RT/Duroid 6202, with relative permittivity
𝜀
𝑟
= 2.94, loss tangent tan 𝛿 = 0.0015, thickness ℎ = 1.5mm,

and array periodicity 𝑇 = 𝑇
𝑥
= 𝑇
𝑦
= 16mm. Figure 4 shows

two experimental setups used for FSS measurements: setup
#1 with elliptical monopoles (Figure 4(a)) and setup #2 with
horn antennas (Figure 4(b)).

The transmission coefficient simulated results for the FSSs
presented in Figures 2(a), 2(b), and 2(c) are shown in Figures
5(a), 5(b), and 5(c), respectively. In addition, to point out the
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Figure 3: Photographs of two FSS prototypes composed of dissimilar Sierpinski patch elements with (a) 𝑘 = 1 and 𝑘 = 2 and (b) 𝑘 = 1 and
𝑘 = 3 fractal level motifs.
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Figure 4: Photographs of the experimental setups: (a) setup #1 with elliptical monopoles and (b) setup #2 with horn antennas.

effect on the frequency response of the proposed FSS struc-
tures (with two dissimilar Sierpinski fractal patch elements),
we included in Figures 5(a), 5(b), and 5(c) the obtained
results for each one of the integrated fractal level motifs. For
example, in Figure 5(a), corresponding to the FSS geometry
with the integration of 𝑘 = 1 and 𝑘 = 2 fractal level elements
(FSS with two dissimilar elements shown in Figure 2(a)), we
included results obtained, separately, for the FSS geometries
with 𝑘 = 1 or 𝑘 = 2 identical fractal level motifs.

In Figure 5(a), observe that the FSS geometry composed
of dissimilar Sierpinski patch elements with 𝑘 = 1 and
𝑘 = 2 fractal levels (Figure 2(a)) enabled two resonant fre-
quencies, indicating a dual-bandoperation, different from the
single-band responses obtained, separately, for the FSSs with
identical 𝑘 = 1 or 𝑘 = 2 fractal level motifs. Furthermore, the
first and second resonant frequency values for the FSS with
dissimilar elements are lower than the closest ones of the two
FSSs with (𝑘 = 1 or 𝑘 = 2) identical elements, confirming
the patch element size reduction and tuning ability of the
integrated geometry.

In Figure 5(b), observe that the FSS geometry composed
of dissimilar Sierpinski patch elements with 𝑘 = 1 and
𝑘 = 3 fractal levels (Figure 2(b)) enabled three resonant fre-
quencies, indicating a triple-band operation, different from

the single-band response obtained for the FSS with 𝑘 =
1 identical fractal level elements and from the dual-band
response obtained for the FSS with 𝑘 = 3 identical fractal
level elements. Similarly, the three resonant frequency values
for the FSS with dissimilar elements are lower than the closest
ones of the two FSSs with (𝑘 = 1 or 𝑘 = 3) identical elements.

In Figure 5(c), observe that the FSS geometry composed
of dissimilar Sierpinski patch elements with 𝑘 = 2 and
𝑘 = 3 fractal levels (Figure 2(c)) enabled four resonant
frequencies, indicating a quad-band operation, different from
the single-band response obtained for the FSS with 𝑘 =
2 identical fractal level elements and from the dual-band
response obtained for the FSSwith 𝑘 = 3 identical fractal level
elements. Observe that three of the four resonant frequency
values for the FSS with dissimilar elements correspond to
reduced values of the two FSSs with (𝑘 = 2 or 𝑘 = 3)
identical elements.Thenovelty in this case is the generation of
a fourth resonance frequency at about 11.4 GHz, confirming
the multiband performance of the integrated FSS geometry.

Table 1 presents numerical values for the investigated
FSS main parameters such as resonant frequency, 𝑓

𝑟
, and

impedance bandwidth, BW, for a −10 dB reference level.
Figure 6 shows a comparison between simulated and

measured transmission coefficient results for the fabricated
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Figure 5: Simulated transmission coefficient results versus frequency obtained for the proposed spatial filters with two dissimilar Sierpinski
fractal patch elements and for the FSS geometries with identical fractal level: (a) 𝑘 = 1, 𝑘 = 2, and 𝑘 = 1 and 𝑘 = 2, (b) 𝑘 = 1, 𝑘 = 3, and 𝑘 = 1
and 𝑘 = 3, and (c) 𝑘 = 2, 𝑘 = 3, and 𝑘 = 2 and 𝑘 = 3.

Table 1: Simulated FSS resonant frequencies and bandwidths.

Fractal level FSS simulated results (GHz)
𝑓
𝑟1

BW
1
𝑓
𝑟2

BW
2
𝑓
𝑟3

BW
3
𝑓
𝑟4

BW
4

𝑘 = 1 9.2 1.36 — — — — — —
𝑘 = 2 6.1 0.8 — — — — — —
𝑘 = 3 4.6 0.49 10.9 1.28 — — — —
𝑘 = 1 and 𝑘 = 2 5.8 0.27 8.3 0.7 — — — —
𝑘 = 1 and 𝑘 = 3 4.5 0.2 8.1 0.37 10.4 0.92 — —
𝑘 = 2 and 𝑘 = 3 4.5 0.19 5.8 0.43 10 0.38 11.4 0.08

FSS prototypes. Figure 6(a) presents the results for the FSS
spatial filter with Sierpinski fractal elements of levels 𝑘 =
1 and 𝑘 = 2. Figure 6(b) presents the results for the FSS
prototype with Sierpinski fractal patches of levels 𝑘 = 1 and
𝑘 = 3.

The experimental characterization of the proposed FSSs
was performed using a vector network analyzer, two UWB
elliptical monopole microstrip antennas, for the frequency
range from 2 to 6GHz (setup #1), and two commercial horn

antennas, for the frequency range from7 to 12GHz (setup #2).
Measured and simulated results are in good agreement, with a
maximum resonant frequency deviation of 4.8%. Simulations
were performed using Ansoft Designer.

3. Conclusions

In this work, simple, compact, and multiband frequency
selective surface (FSS) structures were obtained by integrat-
ing dissimilar Sierpinski fractal patch elements.Theproposed
FSS geometries enabled the development of multiband band-
stop filters due to the integration of dissimilar fractal patch
elements on a single-layer substrate and the FSS element size
reduction, provided by the fractal motifs. In addition, the
use of dissimilar Sierpinski fractal geometries to design FSS
elements also provided resonant frequency and bandwidth
adjustments. Furthermore, the FSS design methodology,
using alternately dissimilar fractal elements, was validated by
means of a good agreement between simulated andmeasured
results. The proposed FSS geometries may be used in many
engineering applications, being attractive devices due to low
cost, easy manufacturing, and ease integration with other
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Figure 6: Simulated and measured transmission coefficient results
versus frequency for the fabricated FSS prototypes integrating
dissimilar Sierpinski fractal patch elements of levels: (a) 𝑘 = 1 and
𝑘 = 2 and (b) 𝑘 = 1 and 𝑘 = 3.

microwave circuits. Currently, multiband FSSs have been
proposed to be applied in modern civil construction designs
to optimize indoor propagation environments.
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